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ÝÑÝÕÌß×Ô
ÝßÍËßÔ

For some, the turn of the calendar 

the closet with fall fashion arise. 
However, those living lakeside 
have other priorities on their 
mind. In an attempt to prolong 
and enjoy the dog days of summer 
there are parties to be planned 
and gardens to still enjoy. We 
crave a few more lazy boat rides 
around the lake, more patio 
parties to plan into our calendars. 
Shine your martini glasses, sweep 
the patio, and don’t forget to 
do a bit of shopping. We pulled 
some fabulous fashions from a 
few of Kansas City’s hidden gem 
boutiques to give you several 
reasonably priced apparel options 

types. Spring fashion week was 
full of fabulous hues and amazing 
color combinations, unlike fall 
fashion week, which showed 

monochromatic pieces: white, 
black and every shade of gray. So 
have fun and enjoy your colors 
while the season allows.

ÉÎ×ÌÌÛÒ ú ÍÌÇÔÛÜ ÞÇæ
ÖÛÒÒ×ÚÛÎ ØÛÎÓÑÒ

ÓÑÜÛÔæ ÍØßÎÑÒ ÉÎ×ÙØÌ

Øß×Îæ ÖÛÒÒÇ ÌØÑÓßÍ
ÑÚ ÔßÍÌ ÌßÒÙÔÛ ÍßÔÑÒ

ÓßÕÛËÐæ ÍÑÓßÔ×ß ÆßÔÆßÔß

ÐØÑÌÑÙÎßÐØÛÎÍæ
ÌÎÛÊÑÎ ú ßÓÇ ÙÑÑÜÉ×Ò
ÑÚ ÌÔ ÙÑÑÜÉ×Ò ÐØÑÌÑÙÎßÐØÇ
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White and yellow are stylish, beautiful and crisp. Have a bit 
of fun and play around with the shoes. For example, choose 
a red shoe for a white or yellow dress.  Your accessories 

toe white is boring and suggests a lack of imagination. You 

white dress we chose a beautiful necklace made by a KC 
metro designer. The purple is lovely against this backdrop 

scape.

Ocean blue is wildly popular and gorgeous on so many 
skin tones. However, should your party be next to the lake 
you could simply blend in to the landscape. A great fashion 
tip is to always know what your surroundings will be so 
that you dress accordingly from color choice to degree of 

would be quite simple. Here you have suddenly upgraded 
from casual to slightly more formal, perfect should your 
invitation read “cocktail casual”.

ÓÑÎÛ ÍËÓÓÛÎ ÚßÍØ×ÑÒ Ì×ÐÍ

Summer dresses should be 

Stay away from poly, spandex, 

that may stick to your skin and 
not give you much freedom to 

sure you rise to the occasion for 
an evening party by choosing a 
heeled shoe.

Tip: if the dress doesn’t have 
adjustable straps, be sure to 
try it on before purchasing to 
avoid the hassle of returns.
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Reserving garages NOW
in Johnson County
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